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FINALLY, STUDENT FEEDBACK

by Katie Mason

Secretary of State John Francis Xavier Davoren was interviewed by WESC's Pat Bier on Wednesday afternoon. Mr. Davoren had just completed a whirlwind tour of the Bridgewater area. His first stop Wednesday morning was an briefing project for the elderly where he explained the recent modernization of voting procedures. The elderly now receive absentee ballots without the previous blanket of duties' support etc. This new procedure will also affect citizens who plan to travel out of state. The group moved to Bridgewater, Raynham High School, Mr. Davoren spoke to juniors and seniors regarding the importance of registering for their voting rights. The town clerk accompanied them to register any students who were not registered and wanted to do so at that time. Most students were receptive and did take advantage of the opportunity to register. Continuing on to Anthony's Chemical Pk, Secretary Davoren spoke to a collection of principal, Lions and Rotary Club members and the Democratic Town Committee. Following, for the first example of a mass interview at Patrick Shaughnessy. The interviewer was most interested in the issues of the upcoming election, he strongly stated that he had not yet made an official decision to run for office and his visit here was for carcinoma research.

In ending up the interview, Pat Bier questioned Mr. Davoren in the traditional manner that David Geyer, number of Parker what it would do if he were to run for office and his visit here was for carcinoma research.

Davoren Visits BSC
EDITORIAL

Reinstatement Continued

Last week it was revealed that the SGA drama had ended with a referendum and reinstatement. This week, however, the problem surrounding the reinstatement is well taken and has several potential results. The primary one being "to determine a threshold policy in the future." If the referendum was carried out for the next part by "run" on the SGA Constitution did not exist, it determined a threshold for the future. In the same way, reinstatement could be considered a barrier of sorts that may or may not exist. But, if it doesn't, will we be the referendum and we're back in office. I am sure the SGA officials who rejected in February did not feel this way about their resignation; however, the potential for success is increasing in real time.

Another point made by the petitioners was that the referendum was held without enough publicity. There is truth to this argument. It is questionable how many students (potential voters) even know about the referendum, reversed its consequences — and immediate reinstatement was a petty human error. Of course, the petition has been deleted points. The presidency of the reinstatement affected a large number of students. Why did the school hold the election, now on the regular time which is only a few weeks — the election, and organization for leaders for political и educational struggles are held up.

I guess what is coming down to democracy. Reinstatement should be a "final" step. It should not be so easy to get back into office. It just could be the tax is worth suffering to prevent it from Petition, after resignation. At the very least, the SGA should write such a procedure to the Constitution.

---

Reviews

Everytime a play is produced at SBC, the Review staff scrutinizes their books and criticizes them to find a person who is "willing" to write a critical review. There seems to be no one who feels capable of writing a "decent" review or who cares to lose friends if they give unfriendliness opinions about even their friends. It is extremely difficult to accept criticism on something you've put hours, weeks, months of work and time into from someone you do not consider a real judge.

The review of the Studio Production of "Spring Fever" (March 21, 7 p.m., page 8) was another exasperating example. In consideration of the time was that people had worked hard on "Photograph" and "Red Peppers" and didn't deserve feedback from our audience. "Bad journalism" did not enter my mind. Perhaps the reviews was in placing the private under the title of review. Any review is one person's opinion, but it should go further. A person SHOULD be viewed in a valuable sense the act, the costumes, the props, etc. as well as the characters and the play itself should be considered. Does the set confuse, rather, or help the actors in their portrayals? Does the lighting effect the mood of the play and the characters? These and other questions must be taken into account to write a "decent" review.

My agreement with the writer still stands. Do not feel embarrassed would be gained by rewarding the persons name. In the future perhaps we can work in cooperation with members of the various departments to insecure fair and honest reviews on their attempts.

---

Forum

Don't Walk On The Grass

Jane Bailey

Who? Everyone Else does, one person won't matter.

One person will matter if everyone thinks that way. If everyone on campus thinks it will make a difference and they do something about it, then no one will walk across the grass.

You don't have that much time by cutting across the quadrangle of the School of Arts and Sciences. But you can. It just won't be as convenient.

Don't do that. If it's raining, the weather will be getting warmer. It'll rain and all those dirt paths will be muddy. In your haste to get somewhere you may find yourself ankle deep in mud or sitting in it which could be not just a little embarrassing.

In some places on campus walks have been made because of the weather, behind the DHE and from the Hill to the Theatre courts. But if every footpath is covered by concrete or tar or grass will be a mess of concrete. In some places we will also walk on other concrete over our grass covering our grass rather than tar. And by the same actions, you would avoid slipping in mud or having your feet feel cold on concrete.

So think twice before you cut across the grass next time and if you are reassured doing it, set them straight.
March 28, 1974, The Comment

VICTIMS

By Chuck Weisbarth

This drawing is by Bas Chi, a 23-year-old Vietnamese artist currently held prisoner by the regime in Hanoi. The piece was last seen arrived in April of 1973, for releasing him to the American public.

Letter continued

Puosto

In order to announce its seminar agenda with Robert Frelinghuysen, a well-known psychologist from the Ridgewood Center for Addictions in Glen Rock, N.J., Puosto will be leading a seminar on heroin addiction, a very relevant problem plaguing millions of people. The seminar will be held in the evening of the following day and will cover the surrounding areas. We of Puosto feel that our obligation is to bring this problem out in the open and face the facts, and the fact that we can deal with it openly and objectively. Therefore we ignore the problem, for in some way it has and will affect all of us. The highest possible of arrests for heroin drugs, a total of

Letters continued

Emperor's Concept

I want to apply the well

written article entitled "The

Emperor's Concept of the College Community" in the March

Letter of the Comment. Ap

plicit reference to the author. It's about some one mentioned Cathie

Cohen.

Rais
Science Fair To Be Held At BSC

SCIENCE ABSTRACTS

Electron Scope at BSC

A LUMINUM ALLOY

The Department of Metallurgy at Bridgewater State College has taken advantage of its facilities to utilize aluminum electron microscopy on aluminum alloys.

The electron microscope is a device for magnifying a specimen to a high degree with resolution that is limited only by the properties of the electron beam.

The electron microscope consists of a cathode-ray tube which produces a beam of electrons that is focused and accelerated by electric and magnetic fields.

The specimen is placed on a receiving plate, and the electron beam is allowed to impinge on the surface of the specimen.

The electrons are scattered in all directions, and the intensity of the scattered electrons is measured by a detector.

The detector is usually a photographic plate or a screen that contains a photographic emulsion.

The magnification of the electron microscope is determined by the diameter of the electron beam and the distance between the specimen and the detector.

The resolution of the electron microscope is limited by the wavelength of the electrons and the size of the detector.

The electron microscope is a powerful tool for the study of the structure of materials, and it is used to study the structure of crystals, the structure of organic molecules, the structure of biological specimens, and the structure of electronic devices.

In addition to the electron microscope, the Department of Metallurgy at Bridgewater State College has also taken advantage of its facilities to utilize x-ray diffraction to study the structure of materials.

X-ray diffraction is a technique for determining the structure of materials by measuring the diffraction of x-rays by the crystals in the material.

The x-ray diffraction pattern is a series of peaks that correspond to the diffraction of x-rays by the crystals in the material.

The peaks are analyzed to determine the structure of the crystals in the material.

The electron microscope and x-ray diffraction are powerful tools for the study of the structure of materials, and they are used extensively in the Department of Metallurgy at Bridgewater State College to study the structure of aluminum alloys.

New York Dead Sea

National Wildlife Federation

Conservationists call the "dead sea" danger to many species "unnatural and unsound" because it is caused by human activities that cause water pollution.

They warn that the syrupy, cloudy water is not safe to drink because it contains toxic chemicals and heavy metals.

The dead sea is a brackish lake located in the Middle East, and it is the lowest point on Earth.

The lake is fed by several rivers, including the Jordan River, and it is connected to the Red Sea by a narrow strait.

The lake is about 130 miles (209 kilometers) long and 8 miles (13 kilometers) wide.

The lake's shallow depth allows sunlight to reach the bottom, and it is home to a variety of fish and other aquatic life.

The lake's water is very salty, and it has a high concentration of minerals.

The dead sea is a popular destination for tourists, who come to swim in its warm, mineral-rich waters.

New Power Source?

The energy crisis is barely over, and yet another energy source is being developed.

New York City is considering the use of sewage as a fuel source, and a proposal has been made to use sewage as a source of energy in the city.

The proposal would involve the collection of sewage, its treatment, and the conversion of the sewage into a usable fuel.

The sewage would be collected from homes and businesses, and it would be treated at a sewage treatment plant before being converted into a fuel.

The sewage would be converted into a gas, which could be used to power vehicles or to generate electricity.

The proposal is being considered by the city's environmental agency, and it is expected to be discussed at a meeting of the city's city council.

The proposal is being considered because of the city's efforts to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions.

The city has set a goal of reducing its greenhouse gas emissions by 80% by 2050, and it is seeking new ways to achieve this goal.

The proposal to use sewage as a fuel source is one of several options being considered.

Other options include the use of solar energy, wind energy, and bioenergy.
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Zardoz
by Keith Overbye

Zardoz is John Boorman's newest production and starring in the motion area. It is the most audacious and most realistic film ever made. It is both a work of art and a commercial success. It is a unique film in its own right and stands alone in the history of cinema. It is a film that will be remembered for many years to come.

Catholic Center

Summer Sessions begin on
Sunday, April 11th. This is the Day of Resurrection, a day which celebrates the resurrection of the dead. It is a day of joy and celebration. It is a day of cleansing and redemption. The Church celebrates the resurrection of Jesus and the defeat of sin and death. The Church celebrates the resurrection of Jesus and the defeat of sin and death. The Church celebrates the resurrection of Jesus and the defeat of sin and death. The Church celebrates the resurrection of Jesus and the defeat of sin and death.

Write Your Own Liturgy

Student Participation in Liturgy Formation: During this year's summer sessions, students are invited to prepare their own liturgies and ceremonies. The goal is to provide a service that reflects the special needs of the students and the communities in which they live. The service should be appropriate to the needs of the students and the communities in which they live. The service should be appropriate to the needs of the students and the communities in which they live. The service should be appropriate to the needs of the students and the communities in which they live.

Faith and Values Group

Nothing has been done about the care of the three new infants in the nursery. The new babies are not being fed regularly or given enough milk. The babies are not being given enough milk. The babies are not being given enough milk. The babies are not being given enough milk.

Marriage Prep

A new group is forming in April to help couples prepare for marriage. The group will meet on Saturdays at 10:00 a.m. in the Church Hall. The group will meet on Saturdays at 10:00 a.m. in the Church Hall. The group will meet on Saturdays at 10:00 a.m. in the Church Hall. The group will meet on Saturdays at 10:00 a.m. in the Church Hall.

Dinosaurs Cometh

New England Dinosaurs is the first reproduction of a prehistoric giant dinosaur. It is the first reproduction of a prehistoric giant dinosaur. It is the first reproduction of a prehistoric giant dinosaur. It is the first reproduction of a prehistoric giant dinosaur.

FREE PARKING
BACK TO BUSINESS

by Sue Cohane

The first GSA meeting since their annual spring meeting was held Tuesday night behind the Student Union. The meeting was well attended and several committee reports were read and accepted. The club representatives of the Judicial Committee, the Executive Alderman, and Student Heart Association presented reports of their activities. The Student Government Association (SGA) met to discuss various issues and initiatives led by the president, SGA president Andrew McLean. The meeting was lively and productive, with discussions ranging from student concerns to future events.

TREASURY REPORTS

The treasurer of the Student Union, Jennifer Smith, presented the latest financial report for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1974. The report showed a healthy balance and indicated that the Student Union had operated within its budget. The treasurer also announced that the Student Union had received a donation from the alumni association, which would be used to fund upcoming events.

VERSE CHOIR

At 8 p.m., the Verse Choir in the evening of Tuesday, April 20, the Verse Choir performed a stunning rendition of a series of classic poetry readings. The performance was well received, with the audience eagerly listening to each word. The choir members were dressed in matching black and white uniforms, creating a sense of unity and professionalism. The performance concluded with an audience applause, indicating the choir's success.

ART EXHIBIT

The student exhibit at the Student Union displayed the works of various students who had been selected to showcase their talent. The exhibit was open to all students and provided a platform for students to share their creative work. The exhibit was well attended, with many visitors expressing their appreciation for the art on display.

Rocky Mountain High

Firefighting the sewing of the soul. He explained that each committee report was read and accepted at the last meeting. The committee representatives of the Judicial Committee, the Executive Alderman, and Student Heart Association presented reports of their activities. The Student Government Association (SGA) met to discuss various issues and initiatives led by the president, SGA president Andrew McLean. The meeting was lively and productive, with discussions ranging from student concerns to future events.

TREASURY REPORTS

The treasurer of the Student Union, Jennifer Smith, presented the latest financial report for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1974. The report showed a healthy balance and indicated that the Student Union had operated within its budget. The treasurer also announced that the Student Union had received a donation from the alumni association, which would be used to fund upcoming events.

VERSE CHOIR

At 8 p.m., the Verse Choir in the evening of Tuesday, April 20, the Verse Choir performed a stunning rendition of a series of classic poetry readings. The performance was well received, with the audience eagerly listening to each word. The choir members were dressed in matching black and white uniforms, creating a sense of unity and professionalism. The performance concluded with an audience applause, indicating the choir's success.

ART EXHIBIT

The student exhibit at the Student Union displayed the works of various students who had been selected to showcase their talent. The exhibit was open to all students and provided a platform for students to share their creative work. The exhibit was well attended, with many visitors expressing their appreciation for the art on display.
For Sale

A new mail. Never been used. Bedspread. First floor over E2. $2.00. Call 587-9202.

For Sale


T-B. Test

26 Tues. to the Green at R.S.C.

Raffle Held

May 17th at 10:30 a.m. at Catholic Center.

SNEA

NEW MINOR SCHOLARSHIP

$50 PRIZE - B.S.C. STUDENT

Every minute on the clock will be drawn. Number allotted will be posted on bulletin board.

Help Wanted

Breakfast oldest weekly, The Breakfast Travel Gazette, will be publishing in mid-May. We are looking for Part-time people, sports and general reporters. If you can type, have a pulse and a free spirit you may be our next reporter. Call 587-8944.

Wanted

Female to cook and clean. Can live on campus. Call 587-2184.

Wanted

Female available for transportation to Bridgewater Center. Contact M. Collins at 587-4941.

Position Available

W.I.A. Student- Sports Director. This is a paid position and will include planning, organizing, creating and directing all sports offered as well as a medium of communication between the student body and the university. The Sports Director will be responsible for seeing that all W.I.A. regulations are being followed and that the girls are not injured. Experience necessary. Reply to Box 42, B.U. Green.

For Sale

4.33 Honda Civic in good condition. Call 587-9202.

Help Wanted

Positions Interests

Breakfast Travel Gazette, the student newspaper of Boston University, is looking for interested students to fill the following positions:

1. Sports Director
2. News Editor
3. Advertising Manager
4. Business Manager

Positions Interests

The positions listed above are open to all students, regardless of major. The duties of each position will vary depending on the individual who fills the position.

Position Interests

1. The Sports Director is responsible for planning and organizing all sports events and activities. He must have experience in sports and be able to communicate effectively with the student body.
2. The News Editor is responsible for managing the newspaper's content. He must have strong writing skills and the ability to meet deadlines.
3. The Advertising Manager is responsible for generating revenue for the newspaper through advertising sales. He must have strong sales and marketing skills.
4. The Business Manager is responsible for managing the newspaper's finances. He must have experience in bookkeeping and tax preparation.

For Sale


PERSONAL

If you need support, please reach out to us. We are here to help. Call 587-9202.

Tennis

Spring "Dinner Dance" Saturday, April 27, 5:00 to 9:00. S.U. Ballroom. Tickets $2.00 per person. Call 587-9202. No passes required. Make reservations before April 18th.

Room Choosing

Wanteds Residence Hall Council announces the following positions available for the upcoming academic year:

1. Dorm Life Director
2. Resident Assistant
3. Resident Advisor
4. Student Activities Coordinator

Please send your application to the Residence Hall Council, Box 42, B.U. Green.

AP'T WANTED

2 1/2 bedroom apartment near R.S.C. for June. $300. Call 587-8944.

SNEA

For Sale

1980 G.C. is in good condition. New batteries, plugs and tune up. $1000. Call 47-8945. Ask for Al.
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Mike Gorman: Not a Big Jock

By Tom Perry

Not everyone who prides himself doing the back work which con­tributes to the success of a team gets the back rubs from the backstretch posts of admirers and even comparisons. Mike Gormley might fit in to that category because he is so seldom seen in the limelight.

Last year Mike, a senior history major from Ridgefield, Conn., was a member of the Morris County Softball Association, as a pitcher for the Bulldogs. Although he plays football here at BC and had seen the ball up close the past two years since Senior Bowl nearly caused him to get yourselves together. He was not what you would label a "big guy" on campus. In past years the president of the MAA had been a素材名：Sports.jpg可以使用机器翻译是：Not a Big Jock

An innovative program designed to match up qualified students with groups and agencies needing manpower for projects related to the environment has announced an April 24th deadline for applications to the program.

John R. Odenne, director of the Environmental Intern Program based at the Morris County Vocational School, HEADQUARTERS, in Lincoln, N.J., explained that the program is designed to assist qualified students with non-profit, governmental and commu­nity agencies that need personnel to carry out environmentally oriented projects for the three month summer period or longer. Odenne said he began the program as a summer program in 1973 and matched eleven interns with jobs in these New Jersey communities. This year the program operates year round and is accepting applications for the spring, fall and summer.

The program matches students with such agencies as the New Jersey State College of Forestry in Rutgers University, the Environmental Protection Agency, the New Jersey Audubon Society and many others.

Students selected for the program will have somewhere between $1500 and $2000 plus room and board for the three month period. The program emphasizes the importance of the individual's academic background and the need for job experience.

Students interested in applying to the program should contact the Morris County Vocational School, Lincoln, N.J., 07035.

Environmental Interns

Canoe Race

At 11 a.m. Saturday, April 6, Ahl Memorial Field at the University of New Hampshire, Durham will be filled with spectators and competitors as the 11th annual Schacter Spectacular Canoe Race gets underway. The race, considered one of the top events of the New England spring season, will feature a team of 12 canoeists racing across Lake Cochichewick in a 40-minute race.

The race, sponsored by the Morris County Softball Association, is open to canoeists of all ages who are registered with the American Canoe Association. Canoes must be registered by 4 p.m. on Friday, April 5, and are limited to 12 paddlers per team. The registration fee is $25 per canoe.

The race will begin at the north end of the lake and paddle to the south end, where a turn-around will be made. The race will be followed by a picnic at the lakefront.

An award ceremony will be held at the lakefront following the race, and the winning teams will receive trophies.
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